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In this talk I discuss the penguin effects on some of the methods proposed to
measure the CKM unitarity phase angles a, /? and 7.
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1 Introduction AU9716637
The measurement of the e-parameter in the K° — K° meson system is the
only direct evidence for CP violation in the laboratory. The Standard Model
(SM) of three generations with the source for CP violation arising from the
phases in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix is consistent with
the experiment1. An unique feature of this model is that the CKM matrix is
a 3 x 3 unitary matrix. The matrix elements V%j satisfy the condition,

iVB = *,-*• W

For j = d and k = b, it defines a triangle with three phase angles a, 0 and 7
as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The CKM unitarity triangle.

This property provides an important test for the validity of the CKM
model if enough independent measurements of the sides and the phase angles
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of the triangle can be performed experimentally. B meson decays provide a
fertile ground to carry out such a test 2.

Many methods have been suggested to measure the phase angles a, (3 and
7 using B decays2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.10.11.12-13.14-15. One class of method involves the
measurements of time-dependent CP violating asymmetries in the decays of
B° to CP eigenstates. Such methods make it possible to measure the three
phase angles independently and without hadronic uncertainties if amplitudes
depending on a single CKM phase dominate the decay process. For instance2,
sin 2a, sin 2(3, and sin 27 can be measured in decays 5° —» TT+TT", B° —•
WKg, and 5° —• pKg, respectively. However, in practice due to simultaneous
contributions to these decays from the tree and loop (penguin) effects, the
measurements are much more difficult. In many cases the CKM phase angles
can not be extracted just from these asymmetries due to penguin effects.

There are two types of penguin effects, the strong and the electroweak
penguins. Naively, one would expect that the electroweak penguin effects are
suppressed by a factor of aem/cts compared with the strong penguin effects,
and therefore can be neglected. Many previous methods proposed to measure
the phase angles have explicitly made such an assumption. In this talk I
discuss the penguin effects (strong and electroweak) on several methods in the
literature. I will show that the strong, as well as the electroweak penguins play
very important roles in extracting the CKM phase angles. I will concentrate
on methods based on B decays.

2 The Effective Hamiltonian For B Meson Decays

The effective Hamiltonian up to one loop level in electroweak interaction for
hadronic B decays can be written as

u
2) + vcbv;q(Cloi + c2o\)

12

- S ^ ^ c V + Vc^cf + ̂ ^c^O.-l + jy.C'., (2)
«=3

where 0,'s are denned as

{ = qslLff^Lbs O{O{ = qsl^Lfafa^Lbs, O{ = qy^Lffy^Lb,

03(5) = nLbEq'^LiRW, O4(6) = q6jltLbo

O?(9) = \<il»LbYleq,q'1»R{L)q\ O8(10) = ^qsJ^Lb^e^q'^ R{L)q'6,

On = ^mw^RTabG? , Q12 = ^mbqa^RbF^ , (3)



where L(R) — (1 =p 7s)/2, / can be « or c quark, q can be rf or s quark,
and q' is summed over u, d, s, and c quarks. 6 and a are the color indices.
Ta are the QCD SU(3) generators with the normalization Tr(TaTb) = 6ab/2.
G%v and F^v are the gluon and photon field strengths, respectively, c, are
the Wilson Coefficients (WC). O\, 02 are the tree level and QCD corrected
operators. 03_6 are the gluon induced strong penguin operators. 07-10 are the
electroweak penguin operators due to 7 and Z exchange, and "box" diagrams
at loop level. The operators 011,12 are the dipole penguin operators.

The WC's 01,2 and ĉ  (j indicates the contribution from ./-quark in the
loop) at a particular scale /i are obtained by first calculating the WC's at m ^
and then using the renormalization group equation to evolve them to fi. The
next-to-leading order QCD corrected WC's have been evaluated in Ref. 16>17.
Using as(mz) = 0.118, aem(mz) = 1/128, mt - 176 GeV and n « mb = 5
GeV, one obtains17

ci = -0.3125, c2 = 1.1502, 4 = 0.0174, c\ = -0.0373,

4 = 0.0104, 4 = -0.0459, c\ = -1.050 x 10"5,

4 = 3.839 x 10~4, 4 = -0.0101, c[0 = 1.959 x 10~3. (4)

It is interesting to note that the coefficient 4 arising from electroweak penguin
is not much smaller than coefficients of the strong penguin. This enhancement
is caused by a term in the electroweak penguin in which the WC is proportional
to the square of the top quark mass due to Z exchange.

The coefficients for the dipole penguin operators at the two loop level have
the following values18:

c'n = -0.299, c\2 = -0.634 . (5)

The WC's cV and c? can be found in Ref.17.
To study exclusive B decays, one also needs to transform the quark op-

erators into hadrons. At present there is no reliable way to carry out this
calculation. One, however, expects the hadronic matrix elements arising from
quark operators to be the same order of magnitude, the relative strength of the
amplitudes are predominantly determined by their corresponding WC's in the
effective Hamiltonian and the associated CKM factors K'fcV .̂ Also symmetry
considerations can provide very powerful constraints on the matrix elements.
Isospin and flavor SU(3) symmetry are two such useful symmetries.

When q is fixed, isospin symmetry relates some of the decay amplitudes
generated by the effective Hamiltonian. However it will not relate the ampli-
tudes between the amplitudes with q = d and amplitudes with q = s. If one
enlarges the symmetry group to the flavor SU(3), they can be related. The



isospin relations will still be maintained because it is a subgroup of flavor SU(3)
symmetry.

Flavor SU(3) relations for B decays have been studied by several authors19.
The operators O i ^ j - i d a n d 03-6,11,12 transform under SU(3) symmetry as
3a + 3& + 6 -|- 15, and 3, respectively. These transformation properties dictate
that there are only 6 + 6 = 1 2 independent SU{Z) invariant amplitudes for B
mesons decay into two £(7(3) octet pesudoscalars. There will be many relations
between amplitudes for physical decay processes. Some of these relations play
important roles in some of the methods for extracting the CKM phase angles
to be discussed later.

3 Measurement Of The Phase Angle a

Let us first consider the standard method of measuring the phase angle a in
B —• 7T7T 2>4. The time-dependent decay rate for initially pure B° or B° states
to decay into a final CP eigenstate, for example W+TT~ at time t, is given by2

1 — IAI 2

+ l-^-cos (AMt) - ImX sin (AMt)},

1 — IAI
^ ( A M < ) / A i ( A M O ] ( 6 )

where A is defined as A = (q/p)(A/A), with A = A(B° —• 7r+7r~) and A =
A(B° —*• 7T+7r~). Here p and q are defined as

\BL,H>=p\B0>±q\B°>, (7)

where BH and BL denote the two heavy and light mass eigenstates, respec-
tively. In the SM,

i ^ i (8)
P VibV'd

The decay amplitude can, in general, be parametrized as

+ Puc) + Vtbv;dP
tc , (9)



where T is the tree amplitude and P u are the penguin ones. If the penguin
amplitudes can be neglected, we have

ImX « / m ( ^ ^ i ) = Bin(2a). (10)
V*V V V d

The phase a can therefore be determined. Similarly one can obtain a from
B° - T T V .

When the penguin effects are included, ImX is not equal to sin(2a) any
more. One finds8

Asin(2a?) = ImX — sin(2a)
2 cos 6 sin a + sm(2a)(R — 2cos(6 + a))

= ~ l + R2-2Rcos(6 + a) ' ( }

where R is equal to \Ptc/(T + Puc)\, and 6 is the relative strong rescattering
phase between the T-f P u c and Ptc amplitudes. It was estimated in Ref.8 using
factorization approximation that R — 7%, and the error on the determination
of the phase a can be as large as 12°. The error is even larger if B° —+• 7r°7r°
is used, where R is estimated to be 23%.

When penguin effects are included, the parameter ImX becomes4

ImX = ]4|sin(2a + 0) . (12)

The ratio | J4 | / |A | can be determined by measuring the coefficient of the term
in time-dependent CP asymmetry varying as cosine function at asymmetric
colliders, and also at symmetric colliders20. If 9 can be determined indepen-
dently, the phase angle a can also be determined. To determine 9, Gronau and
London4 (GL) proposed to use isospin (SU(S)) relation,

V2A(B° -> 7r°7r°) + y/2A(B' — TT'TT0) = A(B° -+ TT+TT") , (13)

and similar relation for the CP-conjugate amplitudes for the corresponding
anti-particle decays. If all the six amplitudes can be measured, the angle 9 can
be determined up to two fold ambiguity as shown in Fig.2.

Because B~ —*• ir~ir° has only 1 = 2 amplitude in the final state to which
only A/ = 3/2 interaction in the Hamiltonian contribute, A(B~ —+• 7r~7r°) and
A(B+ —*• TT+TT0) have no contribution from strong penguin operators because
they only have A/ = 1/2 interaction. If the electroweak penguin effects are
neglected, \A(B~ —• 7r~7r°)| = \A(B+ —• 7T+7r°)|. One can choose a convention



for the CKM phases such that there is no weak phases in the decay amplitudes
for B~(B+) —> 7T~(7r+)7r° and therefore they are equal. Fig. 2 has been
drown in this convention. The electroweak penguin actually contains A/ = 3/2
interaction, and contributes to the decay amplitude. However, its effects are
expected to be very small. An estimate based on factorization shows that they
are less than 3%8 . The inclusion of the electroweak penguin effects will not
induce significant errors. This method, in principle, can reduce theoretical
error on the determination of the phase angle a down to a few percent.

d'

Figure 2: Isospin triangles in the complex plane. Lines a, 6, and c denote the amplitudes
A{B° -> v+TT-), y/2A(B~ -+ TT-TT0) = y/2A(B + -f TT+TT0), and V2A{B° -> 7T°7r0), respec-
tively. The dashed lines d and e (or d' and e') denote the amplitudes A(B° —• 7r+7r"") and

v/2A(B° -+ 7r°7T0), respectively.

4 Measurement Of The Phase Angle (3

The best way to measure {3 is to measure the parameter ImX for 5° —
In this case,

The decay amplitude can be parametrized as

A(B° - rf,Ks) = VubV:sP%K + V^V^T^K + P^K) + VtbVt*PlK , (15)
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where T is the tree amplitude and P% are the penguin amplitudes with the
i-quark in the loop. Using the unitarity property of the CKM matrix, one can
rewrite the above as

A(B° - $Ks) = Vcbv;t(Ti,K + P}K ~ KK) + Vuhv;,(P$K - P^K) . (16)

The WC's involved indicate that |T^JC| is much larger than \P<PK\- Also \VebVe

is about 50 times larger than IK^V^J from experimental data. One can, then,
safely neglect the contribution from the term proportional to VubV*s. To a very
good approximation 7mA = Im((q/p)(VcbV*s/V*bVCs)) = — sin(2/?). (3 can be
measured with a theoretical error less than a percent.

5 Measurement Of The Phase Angle 7

Several classes of method measuring the phase angle 7 have been proposed.
One class involves charged B decays into a charged kaon and a neutral charmed
meson13. This class of method is not contaminated by penguin effects because
only tree amplitude can mediate such decays. I will not discuss this class of
method because of this reason. Another class of method is to use information
from B —• 7T7T, and B —• 7r(r))K. In this case both tree and penguin amplitudes
contribute.

A method to measure 7 using these decays was first studied by Gronau,
London and Rosner (GLR) 6. In this method the tree and strong penguin
effects were considered, but the electroweak penguin effects were neglected.
GLR argued from isospin analysis that the combined amplitude y/2A(B~ —•
7ro7<"~) — A(B~ —• 7T~K°) is a pure I = 3/2 amplitude, and therefore only
the tree amplitude contributes. Using flavor SU(3) symmetry, it can be shown
that the absolute value of this amplitude is equal to (fK/f«)\V*s/V*d\\A(B~ —•
7r~7r°)|, which can be measured. The three amplitudes mentioned above form a
closed triangle, and similarly for their CP-conjugate amplitudes. Using the fact
that \A(B~ -+ v-K°)\ = \A(B+ -> ir+K°)\ (because the tree contributions
here are negligiblely small), from the two triangles for the particle and anti-
particle decay amplitudes, the relative phase 27 between A(B~ —• 7r~7r°) and
A(B+ —• 7r+7r°) can be obtained up to two fold ambiguity. This is a very
interesting proposal. However it was soon pointed out by Deshpande and He8

that the inclusion of electroweak penguin effects invalidate this method because
the electroweak contribution to 7 = 3/2 amplitude is comparable to the tree
contribution.

Several attempts have been made to eliminate the electroweak penguin
contaminations9. A practical method has recently been proposed by Desh-



pande and He 10. This method requires the construction of the triangles ob-
tained from SU(S) symmetry as shown in Fig.3,

V2A(B~

V2A{B+

- 2A(B~

- 2A(B+ T + A ' 0TT+A'0) = (17)

where 778 is the pure octet component.

Figure 3: The triangles used to find \B — B\ for 7 > 8. Lines a, 6, and c denote the amplitudes
V A ( S -> 7T°A'-), A(B- -f 7r-K°); and V6A{B~ — VsK'). The dashed lines are for

the corresponding B^~ decay amplitudes.

t* does notThe amplitudes used in Fig.3 have the normalization that
contain any weak phase, and VubV*s has a phase angle —7. The phase 6 is
the strong rescattering phase between the a and b amplitudes. If 6 > 7,
the triangles for the particle and anti-particle decays are on the same side of
the amplitude b. Due to this reason, there is a two fold ambiguity in the
determination of 7. The amplitudes B and B are given by

B =

B = - A{B+ (18)

The difference B — B is proportional to |Vr
u6Vu*Jsin7 and is related to the

amplitude for B~ —• ir~ TT0 by flavor SU(3) symmetry. The following result
was obtained in Ref.10:

us

'ud
\A(B- r 7r°)|sin7, (19)

where the angle 8T denotes the strong final state rescattering phase in the tree
amplitude of B (or B). Thus sin7 can be determined.
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This method is free from the electroweak penguin contamination, and all
decays involved have relatively large (0(1O~5)) branching ratios. They are
within the reach of future experiments21.

The above example is a good case to study the electroweak penguin effects.
However, there may be significant flavor 577(3) breaking effects, and also the
T] - T}' mixing effect, the applicability may be restricted in limited parameter
space11-15. More theoretical efforts to study the flavor 5(7(3) breaking effects
are necessary.

6 Conclusion

It is clear from the previous discussions that penguin effects will contaminate
some of the results for the extraction of the CKM phase angles in B decays
if they are not treated properly. Fortunately new methods free from penguin
contaminations exist. It is promising that the SM for CP violation will be
tested at future B factories.
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